
Bronneberg Reel Splitter Type G-25/G-25ABronneberg Reel Splitter Type G-25/G-25A

Are you looking for a high-quality reel splitter thatAre you looking for a high-quality reel splitter that
can cut paper, cardboard, plastic foil and aluminumcan cut paper, cardboard, plastic foil and aluminum
foil? Does your production process require a reelfoil? Does your production process require a reel
splitter for the recycling of residual rolls?splitter for the recycling of residual rolls?
Bronneberg o ers a wide range of reel splitter forBronneberg o ers a wide range of reel splitter for
the e cient recycling of your residual rolls.the e cient recycling of your residual rolls.

These heavy rolls cannot be processed e cientlyThese heavy rolls cannot be processed e ciently
with normal cutting equipment, with these specialwith normal cutting equipment, with these special
"Guillotine" reel splitter it goes without any"Guillotine" reel splitter it goes without any
problems. Thanks to our many years of experienceproblems. Thanks to our many years of experience
in the engineering of recycling machines, we havein the engineering of recycling machines, we have
been able to develop a paper roll cutter that isbeen able to develop a paper roll cutter that is
designed for years of trouble-free recycling of paperdesigned for years of trouble-free recycling of paper
rolls.rolls.

The Bronneberg reel splitter is available in variousThe Bronneberg reel splitter is available in various
versions. The reel splitter is suitable for cuttingversions. The reel splitter is suitable for cutting
paper, cardboard, plastic foil and aluminum foil. Ourpaper, cardboard, plastic foil and aluminum foil. Our
program includes reel splitter for rolls up to 3000program includes reel splitter for rolls up to 3000
mm wide and up to 1200 mm diameter.mm wide and up to 1200 mm diameter.

The various types of reel splitter are available in aThe various types of reel splitter are available in a
version for processing the extra large rollerversion for processing the extra large roller
diameter of 1200 mm, recognizable by an 'A' afterdiameter of 1200 mm, recognizable by an 'A' after
the type number.the type number.

Characteristics:Characteristics:

Extra options:Extra options:

Speci cationsSpeci cations

Power pack:Power pack: Electric 400 Volt - 7,5 kWElectric 400 Volt - 7,5 kW

Blade length:Blade length: 1.500 mm1.500 mm

Max. roll diameter G-Max. roll diameter G-
25:25:

850 mm850 mm

Max. roll diameter G-Max. roll diameter G-
25A:25A:

1.250 mm1.250 mm

Cutting force:Cutting force: 30 Tons30 Tons

Weight G-25:Weight G-25: 2.500 Kg2.500 Kg

Weight G-25A:Weight G-25A: 2.700 Kg2.700 Kg

Perfect synchronization because of the rack andPerfect synchronization because of the rack and
pinion systempinion system
Applicable for various materialsApplicable for various materials
Easy to operate due to safe two-hand operationEasy to operate due to safe two-hand operation

Extra bladeExtra blade
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